We propose for the first time an E. coli bacteria sensor based on the evanescent field of the fundamental mode of a suspended-core terahertz fiber. The sensor is capable of E. coli detection at concentrations in the range of 10 4 -10 9 cfu/ml. The polyethylene fiber features a 150 µm core suspended by three deeply sub-wavelength bridges in the center of a 5.1 mm-diameter cladding tube. The fiber core is biofunctionalized with T4 bacteriophages which bind and eventually destroy (lyse) their bacterial target. Using environmental SEM we demonstrate that E. coli is first captured by the phages on the fiber surface. After 25 minutes, most of the bacteria is infected by phages and then destroyed with ~1m-size fragments remaining bound to the fiber surface. The bacteria-binding and subsequent lysis unambiguously correlate with a strong increase of the fiber absorption. This signal allows the detection and quantification of bacteria concentration. Presented bacteria detection method is label-free and it does not rely on the presence of any bacterial "fingerprint" features in the THz spectrum.
Introduction
We explore the possibility of using THz fibers operating at wavelength longer than the size of the studied object. We use the high refractive index combination of core (polyethylene) and cladding (air) in order to significantly reduce the size of the probing evanescent tail. This allows us to develop a label-free technique based on the interaction between the evanescent wave localized around the core of the fiber and a thin layer of bacteria covering it. This technique is then used for the detection and quantification of E. coli bacteria in the THz spectral range. The THz subwavelength waveguide used in our experiments features a 150 µm core fiber suspended by three 20 µm-thick bridges in the center of a 5.1 mm diameter tube of 4 cm in length [1] . This waveguide design presents several important advantages for bio-sensing applications. First, the waveguide structure allows direct and convenient access to the fiber core and to the evanescent wave guided around it. Second, the outer cladding effectively isolates the core-guided mode from the surrounding environment, (e.g., fiber holders), thereby preventing the undesirable external perturbations of the terahertz signal. Fig. 1 . SEM images illustrating each step of the experiment (a) step 1-phages are immobilized on the fiber core surface, (b) step 2 -capturing of E.coli bacteria by the phages, and lysis of the bacteria (c) step 3 -fiber is washed with PBS, bacteria chunks remain bound to the core surface.
Characterization
An immediate complication for evanescent biosensing in THz is that natural environment for a majority of bacteria is water and water is highly absorbing in THz spectral range. To avoid this problem, we have developed a protocol where all the bio-reactions take place in the natural aqueous environment, while the THz measurement is done on dried samples. To follow the dynamics of the bacteria binding we performed several experiments according to the three-step procedure described below. Before the measurement, the suspended core fiber was incubated overnight (12 hours) with T4-bacteriophage solution at 10 10 pfu/ml concentration. During this incubation, phages are adsorbed non-specifically onto the plastic fiber surface. The T4 phages recognize and bind to specific cell surface protein on the E. coli bacteria using their tail proteins. This recognition is highly specific and has been extensively used for typing of E. coli. After phage adsoprtion the fiber was washed 3 times with distillated water and PBS. Only 10% of the fiber's bridges surface and core were covered by phages. The exposed fiber surface was therefore blocked with bovine serum albumin (BSA) for 30 min in order to reduce non-specific adsorption of the bacteria, and washed again with the buffer solution and dried out. At the same time, THz transmission through the fiber was measured.
After addition of the bacteria and subsequent binding of the phage on the bacterial surface, the phage infection process will start. Phage progeny will accumulate and eventually the bacteria host is ruptured followed by the release of the phage. The period between infection and bacteria lysis is known as the latent period and usually last for 25 minutes. The second measurement of the THz transmission through the fiber was done during the first 15 min after the introduction of bacteria. In the last step, after 25 min of reaction time, the fiber was washed with the PBS in order to remove the unbound bacteria on the fiber surface and then again dried out. Fiber transmission was measured again.
Results
To see the influence of bacteria binding on the THz transmission of a suspended core fiber in dynamics we measure absorption losses of the fiber (with a dry sample) as a function of time. Particularly, during each step of the experiment we did at least 10-15 scans of the transmitted spectrum, as a result, we have absorption losses of the fiber as function of time. In particularly, after 1 st step of the experiment fiber was incubated with bacteria aqueous solution and then after 15 min (during this time phages have already captured bacteria) fiber was dried out for the transmission measurements. This gives us ~15 min gap in the sensorgram where it was impossible to measure losses due to high water absorption in THz spectral range. 6 cfu/ml as a function of time; (c) Correlation between the changes in the fiber absorption losses and bacteria concentration: black dots correspond to the difference between absorption losses of the fiber after 2 nd and 3 rd steps (before and after fiber washing). Fig. 2 illustrates effect of the bacteria binding on the THz transmission of a suspended core fiber at 0.7 THz. First the reference sensorgram was acquired (Fig. 2(a) ) for which the fiber was prepared exactly the same way as described as stated above, however, no phages were used (phage solution was simply substituted with buffer during the 1 st step), while the fiber surface was blocked with BSA to prevent non-specific bacteria binding to the core surface. Absorption losses returned to the initial level after bacteria were washed away with PBS. In Fig. 2(b) , results of the experiments with phages are presented where despite extensive washing, some bacteria are always retained by specific binding to the phage-coated fiber, and as a consequence, fiber absorption loss does not return to the original level. More importantly, we are able to show the correlation between the fiber absorption losses and the bacteria concentration of the samples, further suggesting the specificity of the detection method. Thus, in Fig. 2(c) difference between the base level (absorption losses of the fiber with phages immobilized on the fiber core) and losses of the "washed" fibers are shown in blue triangles, as a function of bacteria concentration in the solution used during the 2 nd experiment. Also, in black circles we show difference between absorption losses of the fiber after 2 nd and 3 rd steps (before and after washing of the fiber). This difference is related to a signal due to both specific bacteria binding to the phages and nonspecific temporary adsorbed bacteria onto a fiber surface so by itself it cannot be used for sensing. From the presented data (blue triangles) we see that the detection of limit of this method is around 10 4 cfu/ml, which is comparable with existing commercially available methods.
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